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 000 If you would like to send your article to us for review and addition to the site then please do so.We have over a vast amount
of articles waiting to be published. Have a great day all. Trunkle Town - A Trunkle Town Newspaper / The Newspaper For
Your Lawn / Trunkle Town Magazine / The Magazine For Your LawnThe mystery of the missing 22 tablets is about to be

solved – and at some cost. I just read a report that the finders of the tablets are being asked to pay £5,000 to "look after" the
finds in a museum. In the report it was said that there was a condition on the finder's box that the finder must use a private

museum and keep the finder's box for a year. But surely that can't be the case, can it? The finder's box, with its attractive cover
artwork, is very attractive indeed, and the contents it contains have been collected with great care by the finder, who had been a
careful collector of archaeological finds for 30 years. So who is paying to put the finders into this awkward position, and what is

it costing? There are reports that the finders are making demands that are not possible, and cannot be made possible, which
suggests there may have been some miscommunication. But if the box is to be kept in the private museum for a year, then what
happens to the tablets? Do they go to the Louvre? The finders have made the right decision to give the museum in question the
finders' box. But they are being made to pay for the privilege. What is it costing the finders to put their tablets in a museum that
they didn't choose? And how can it be that in the future, when they want to show their work to the public, that they will have to
pay again? Is this really a condition that is acceptable? The Louvre is one of the world's greatest museums. But museums cannot

be turned into museums. They must be private places of leisure, and part of that is to be free from coercive powers. I don't
know why the Louvre should impose such a condition on the find 82157476af
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